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ABSTRACT 

One of the most common ways information is shared is via the medium of a picture. In 

order to convey meaning effectively across cultural divides, images need to be artistically 

grounded in semiotic theories and rendered with rhetorical considerations for cognition 

that take into account culturally specific story elements across various media types. To 

some degree, this study aimed to bring order to the terminology by re-evaluating the idea 

of Manipullustration. With the primary goal of creating Manipullustration as an 

educational intervention to be used in pedagogical contexts, the research project also 

focuses on improving students' image-making abilities. The intervention is carried out as 

a process model to some degree via a number of research cycles to verify itself, 

culminating in the creation of the shown examples. Research results based on Applied 

Behavior Analysis are expected to have important ramifications for the future of this study, 

which aims to provide scientific proof of the same and advance it to higher levels of 

application. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Visual components, such as but not limited to, signage, typography, drawing, graphic 

design, illustration, industrial design, advertising, animation, and electronic resources, are 

all part of visual communication. Visual language has been in use by humans ever since 

we first started communicating. Visual components appear in many forms in 

contemporary society, including objects, models, graphs, diagrams, maps, and images. 

Color, form, tones, texture, figure-ground, balance, and hierarchy are only seven of the 

many components of visual communication. 

These features, aspects, and parts all serve vital functions in our everyday lives. Every 

field, from science and technology to sociology and politics, relies on visual 

communication to convey important information. Taking into account these factors, visual 

components demonstrate a range of applications and modes of information transmission. 

All forms of advertising, education, and public speaking make use of visual aids to convey 

their messages to the audience. Chalkboards, whiteboards, poster boards, handouts, video 

clips, projection equipment, and computer-assisted presentations are the most often used 

visual aids. 

To put it simply, visual communication is the exchange of information and ideas via the 

medium of visual display. Two-dimensional pictures are most often used for this form of 

communication, and this includes things like paintings, signs, photos, typography, 
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drawings, colors, and digital tools. Web design and usability studies that emphasize visual 

elements have been conducted recently. All of these things may be employed to visually 

convey messages to the audience. Images painted in caves, on stone walls and ceilings, 

date back to the Paleolithic era, or around 40,000 years ago. The elders and shamans of 

the community are credited with creating such pictures. Large wild creatures including 

bison, horses, buffalo, and deer are the most often depicted subjects in cave paintings. Also 

prevalent are prints of human hands and different abstract designs. They used hematite, 

manganese oxide, and coal to create the reds and yellows in their paintings. One 

alternative and more recent explanation suggests that shamans entered trances in the 

cave's pitch blackness before painting their visions. The relative paucity of tangible 

evidence and the various errors that might arise when attempting to grasp the ancient 

thinking of the contemporary mind make it hard to be certain about that notion, as is the 

case with anything from this time. Later on, with the invention of photography, television, 

and moving visuals, the human imagination really took off, and this is supported by the 

fact that visual communication is more effective than text. People's trust in and reliance 

on visual communication grows with every new advancement in the field of information 

technology. 

 The primary objective of any company's advertising campaign is to promote the product 

or service in such a manner that all members of society and potential customers are 

influenced by positive emotional impulses. Attracting customers' attention and learning 

how advertising influences their purchasing decisions are fundamental tenets of every 

successful advertising campaign. Their conduct is influenced by a number of factors, the 

most significant of which are psychological, cognitive, emotional, and behavioral. The goal 

of every marketing campaign is to gain and maintain the patronage of the target audience. 

Consumers' preferences and decisions are influenced by a wide variety of contextual 

elements, features, and traits. The choice is based on the information that has been 

gathered. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Lazard, Allison et.al (2020). This study looked at whether or not audience reaction to 

photographic appeals would change if viewers were aware of common photo-editing tools 

and methods, which are becoming more used in image-based advertising. Despite 

widespread awareness that digital images can be easily manipulated, our experimental 

design with manipulated images to communicate product effectiveness (such as fuller 

hair, longer lashes, and smoother skin) shows that photo manipulation is an effective 

advertising technique to positively influence consumer choices and attitudes towards 

brands. Given these results, it's unclear how effective visual literacy abilities are as a 

safeguard against visual manipulation. 

Balcı, Selma. (2016). The phrase "visual communication design" is multidisciplinary 

since it draws on the work of several fields concerned with the transmission of messages 

via the use of visuals. The power of images in mass communication is growing rapidly, 

especially since the advent of the discipline of visual communication design, which has 

played a significant role in shaping modern consumers. As a long-lasting phenomenon 

with a strong interaction zone, visual communication design has survived the years while 
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shifting within a number of unsteady paradigm axes, from the Bauhaus to the current day. 

By focusing on how people feel about their own consumption, a consumption culture has 

been developed. In post-industrial civilizations, consumers no longer prioritize meeting 

basic physiological demands with the goods they buy; instead, they seek hedonic pleasure. 

With its location smack dab in the midst of capitalism and consumer culture, visual 

communication design has become a phenomenon shared by consumers of all ages. 

Liyuan Zhang (2017) Visual communication design has advanced significantly with the 

rise of digital media technologies. People's fast-paced lifestyles have resulted in an ever-

increasing need for a wide range of knowledge, and traditional forms of information 

representation can no longer keep up with demand. People's information delivery 

expectations have shifted in light of their increasing informational demands, diversity, and 

accessibility. As society's demands change, so too does the design of visual 

communication. As a consequence of the rise of digital media, visual communication 

design has evolved to include new techniques and approaches. The focus of this essay is 

on the visual communication design of today's digital media. 

HusainiYaacob, et.al (2017) Integrity is the trait of being honest and unchanging. An 

honest photography code of ethics is consistent with the needs of visual communication. 

Images have been used as propaganda tactics since ancient times, and were widely used 

during World War II, to influence public opinion and social norms. Several recent 

academic works have highlighted the significance of integrity photography as a means of 

effective visual communication. Photographs taken in a truthful manner may serve as 

proof in court or as a historical record of events and places for future generations to study 

and learn from. However, the veracity of photographs is sometimes called into doubt in 

the modern period. A large number of photographs have had their appearances changed 

or edited in order to serve other purposes. The honesty of a picture is contingent on the 

photographer's willingness to take responsibility for depicting the scene as it really was. 

Some photographers alter their photos on purpose to increase their sales. Many 

photographs, both historical and modern, have been altered to better reflect the 

circumstances in which they were taken. However, certain modified images, such as 

graphic photography and mixed media photography, may be of great value and highly for. 

For the more traditional photographers out there, the question of "where does the 

integrity lie" has been raised. Some, however, could reason that "why not, it's digital," in 

regards to creative photographers. In light of the prevalence of modified photography as 

a visual communication tool for human civilization, this study explores the value of 

authentic photography. 

V P Dubinskiy et.al (2016) The purpose of this article is to provide readers with an up-

to-date perspective on theoretical advancements concerning the space of a contemporary 

city, with a special emphasis on the construction of a new object of the architectural space 

of a modern city: a visual communication environment. By analyzing previous studies, the 

authors were able to describe the conceptual concerns of the study topic in terms of 

current global trends and scientific jargon. The concept of the visual-communication 

environment of a contemporary city has been proposed to further emphasize the study's 

major theme. In order to address a wide range of issues plaguing today's megacities, it has 

been concluded that a complete master plan of the visual-communication environment of 
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a contemporary metropolis is essential. Further, the key components of the contemporary 

city's visual communication infrastructure (visual communication frame, visual 

communication outline) have been defined and described. Using these classes, we were 

able to dissect the visual communication ecosystem and uncover its fundamental 

characteristics. 

STAKEHOLDERS IN VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN PEDAGOGY 

The key stakeholders in this study are the researcher-teacher and the students at the 

Department of Design (Banasthali Vidyapith, Rj. ), both of whom are studying 

communication design. These students are deemed to have the necessary foundational 

skills, including the ability to utilize a digital drawing tablet, as well as a working 

understanding of image editing programs like Photoshop and Illustrator at the beginner 

level. Students, like those in the business world, will fill a variety of responsibilities when 

the need arises. 

Secondary Stakeholders 

Field activities, such as interviews or surveys, will include students with the 

aforementioned competencies, as well as faculty members and experts from the relevant 

fields. When the conditions of time and context are met, intervention is carried out. 

TERMINOLOGIES AND ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS RESEARCH 

The following glossary defines the numerous terminologies used in this study: 

Visual Communication Design 

Visual communication refers to any kind of visual communication, and visual 

communication design refers to the process of generating or enabling such 

communication using visuals and accompanying materials. 

Visual/Image 

Both Raster (bitmap) and Vector (line art) images are considered Visuals in this study. 

Raster images are grids of pixels that store color information at a predetermined scale. 

Mathematical formulas or routes describe a vector picture, making it highly scalable and 

resolution-independent (Ambrose & Harris, 2009, p. 160). 

Pedagogy 

Pedagogy is often used to refer to the "profession and science as a practice of education." 

Visual Communication Design Pedagogy, which encompasses the fields of Design and 

Applied Art, is used here interchangeably with the term pedagogy. 

Intervention 

The word "intervention" is a 'container' phrase for anything that may be created via 

planning and development. It might be anything from a program to a set of teaching and 
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learning practices to a set of resources (Plomp & Nieveen, 2013). To put it another way, 

it's "an intentional change to the environment with the goal of producing a specific 

behavioral outcome" (Tilly & Flugum, 1995). 

Holistic Approach 

When considering visual communication design from a holistic perspective, it becomes 

clear that all fields have one essential component: the digital picture, whether it be still or 

moving. 

TMP 

The field of Processes Involving Real World Objects  

IMP 

Intangible Manipulation Processes as a Field of Study 

TIMP 

'Outputs' refers to the final product of both physical and mental labor. 

Students 

Individuals enrolling in Applied Art and Communication Design programs 

DBR 

Conducting Studies by Design 

EDR 

Studying Instructional Layouts 

Signifier & Signified 

The signifier is the physical representation of the sign, while the signified is the mental 

thought that the sign evokes. 

VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN INDUSTRY 

Designers in the field of visual communication have always received specialized education 

that equips them to become original thinkers and skilled doers. Yet many businesses still 

fail to see creative designers as a valuable resource for improving operational efficiency. 

Historically, designers have not been included in the marketing cycle's promotional phase 

and have instead been informed of the execution prior to the creation of any ideas. 

These days, knowledge is readily available and the world is becoming complicated. Prior 

to the advent of globalization and the radical review of the market, the design industry did 

not have to deal with complexity and professional standards. As a result of a confluence 
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of factors, including globalization, the design industry is in need of additional data from 

other sectors to ensure its long-term viability. 

 Many nations in the past two decades have actively fostered the growth of multinational 

firms. The globalization of markets has necessitated a rethinking of designers' creative 

processes in order to ensure effective global communication. 

As the author puts it, "Graphic designers can no longer rely on creativity and intuition 

alone to produce successful printed materials and digital presentation for their client."  

Modern designers not only have to contend with the proliferation of "me too" goods by 

their peers in the design industry throughout the world (Lamb, 2003), but also with the 

need to handle cultural and linguistic distinctions in the marketplace. Designers 

nowadays should do well to consider that their customers aren't looking for ads on 

television to be entertaining or for creative posters to display on their walls. A business 

will engage a designer or design firm for two main reasons: (i) to get customers excited 

about the company's brand and goods, and (ii) to figure out how to get those customers 

to actually purchase and utilize those items. In light of this, it is crucial for modern 

designers to think about how to elicit responses from their target consumers (Patty, 

1999). 

To further his radical political agenda, Tibor Kalman is relentless in his efforts to effect 

change (Haber, 2004). Kalman has shown that design is now several different things 

working together. Instead than waiting for the design brief, modern designers, in Kalman's 

view, should go out and actively discover what their customers need. Kalman has argued 

that designers need to spend more time in business settings in order to effectively convey 

the requirements of their industrial customers. 

To be competitive in today's design industry, it's not enough to have a background in 

graphic design alone. Some in the design industry are realizing this the hard way, and as a 

result, they're going back to school—but not to study design. They are pursuing advanced 

degrees in fields including international business, advertising, economics, anthropology, 

and cultural studies. According to research  

 Designers need to create better methods of communicating with marketers, clients, and 

customers, as well as solve increasingly difficult design challenges, in order to keep up 

with the rapid speed of environmental change. Designers are needed not simply to 

maintain their status as the industry's foremost specialists in professional practice but 

also to broaden the field's commercial potential (McCarron, 2000). To thrive in today's 

competitive market and adapt to shifting conditions, designers need to be familiar with 

the dynamics between clients, marketers, and consumers, and proficient in the use of 

inviting, appealing, and effective visual design works to raise awareness of the benefits of 

their products and services and elicit an emotional response from potential customers. 

Most businesses feel that design provides a significant contribution to their organization, 

according to research by Rees, Sharma, and Wilson (2004). According to their findings, 

the design has a significant effect on company output. It also demonstrates that just 40% 
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of businesses operate on a project basis, and that only 16% of businesses make use of 

design strategically. According to these findings, design is seen as a field where hands-on 

experience is more important than theoretical knowledge  

GRAPHICAL RENDERING OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN 

Evaluation on Graphics Rendering Shaders  

Shaders are specialized pieces of software in the area of computer graphics that are able 

to calculate the rendering impact of graphics hardware. Adjusting the hue, brightness, and 

contrast of every picture in real time requires a bespoke technique. There is more than 

one way to comprehend the rendering process. The author created Figure 1 to illustrate 

the pipeline's color processing steps. As discussed in the CT image learning column, 

shaders on graphics hardware provide for a great deal of creative leeway when calculating 

rendering effects. Most shaders are written for graphics processing units (GPUs), however 

this is by no means required. GPU's programmable drawing pipeline, which can be 

modified using shader language, has largely superseded the older, fixed pipeline. Using 

the shader's stated method, you may make real-time changes to the locations, hues, 

saturations, brightnesses, and contrasts of the pixels, vertices, and textures that make up 

the final picture. When the shader's external program is invoked, it supplies the shader 

with external variables and textures that may be used to tweak the shader's settings. 

 

Fig 1. Shader processing flow 

These hues may be combined in any way you choose inside the app, and the coloring 

feature is totally discretionary in addition, the vertex's properties and uniformity may be 

configured in software. Shaders allow a 3D model's position, rotation, lighting, and color 

to be modified. Subdivision shaders come after vertex shaders in the shading circuit. 

Vertex information may be gathered and raw data inserted into different geometries 

Figure 1 depicts the processing flow, which begins with the vertex shader assembling 
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color components before passing them on to the subdivision shader for control or 

computation, which also involves the combined efforts of the set shader and the fragment 

shader. 

Application Design of Visual Communication in Modern Home Art  

Creating modern house interior three-dimensional scenarios, establishing patterns, 

selecting materials, creating lighting layouts, testing, etc. are the primary steps in the 

design and development of contemporary home art. Contemporary Street art has a major 

influence on modern home decor, which is another way that this art form is expressed at 

home. The procedure is shown in great detail in Figure 2. An example of the shader 

processing pipeline is shown in Figure 1. The Role of Visual Communication Application 

Design in 

 

Fig 2. Design development process. 

There were two parts to the detailed design and development procedure. The first part 

dealt with things like making models, making materials, making models, making outputs, 

etc. Design iteration diagram (Figure 2). There were two parts to the detailed design and 

development procedure. The first part dealt with things like making models, making 

materials, making models, making outputs, etc. Second, we built and drew the scene in the 

system engine, adjusted the camera's position and orientation, and lastly, we packaged 

everything up and tested it. Figure 2 shows that the design and development process was 

highly regimented, with each step dependent on the previous one. The design and 

development could not proceed without the connection. 

CONCLUSION  
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Effective visual communication shapes customer attitudes, guides consumers' thoughts 

and behavior, and ultimately persuades consumers to take some kind of action. 

Consumers benefit from a more unique and fulfilling experience thanks to visual 

communication. In many cases, the product's aesthetic qualities are prioritized above its 

functionality. This is why modern marketers are so adept at using visuals to persuade 

customers and sway their spending habits. Constant visual pressure is applied to 

consumers in the form of imposing information that the provided items or services are 

essential to them and perfectly satisfy their requirements and aspirations. When the sense 

of sight is the most prominent among all others, it may persuade even when no other 

senses or reasoning are present. Color choices in visual communication with customers 

allow for a deeper comprehension and the activation of the brain's initiation and cognitive 

processes, memories, and models of perception. Because the human brain registers color 

before it does shapes and words, a thorough understanding of color theory is crucial for 

developing a distinctive brand identity and setting a product out from the crowd. Color 

has an impact on how customers feel about a product. The major purpose of visual 

communication is to create an emotional connection between businesses and customers 

via the use of colors that elicit certain responses. 
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